Turning telephone calls into profits!

About us
- Nationally Accredited and Authorized Service Bureau since 1997
- Innovative Telephone Billing Solutions
- Custom and Turnkey Pay Per Call Line Programming
- State of the Art Audiotext processing equipment/software
- Ongoing One-On-One Marketing Support and Guidance
!

Join the leader in the Pay Per Call Industry. PayPerCall.com is an accredited and authorized Pay Per Call
service bureau with over 16 years experience in the pay per call business. We were founded on the basis of
providing our clients with the most reliable service, and most feature rich packages in the industry! Today is
an excellent time to get started, with thousands of opportunities to profit by starting your pay per call line.

!

We are more than just phone company - we are experts in giving our clients the guidance and tools to
market their lines successfully. We provide one-on-one support to each and every one of our clients. We
offer state of the art interactive telephone billing programs and years of experience. We've already done all
the work for you. We've done the research, gone through the phone company approval process, paid
hundreds of thousands of dollars in development and equipment costs and have created pay per call
applications for every industry.
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Meeting your needs
!

Earn revenue by charging callers on a Per Minute or Flat Rate basis for
phone calls.

!

Automate the billing process completely.

!

Efficiently and reliably distribute calls to your operators
at any location.

!

Eliminate the need for additional telecom equipment.

!

Flexibility to easily expand as call volume increases.

!

Prompt hassle-free monthly revenue payments.
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Our Solution
Features
!

Real-time billing - Credit Card / Debit Card authorization system
(VISA, MasterCard, American Express, Discover)

!

Forwarding of live calls to your operators.

!

Web based software automates and tracks entire process.

!

Handle 99 simultaneous calls with the ability to expand as needs arise.

!

Per Minute billing, Flat Rate billing, or a combination of these options.

!

Set the business / line hours of operation.

!

Direct deposit revenue into your account each month.
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How it Works
!

PayPerCall.com will set you up with a dedicated pay per call telephone line.

!

When a customer calls they will hear your custom greeting which tells them who you are,
what you are offering, and the cost of the call.

!

Callers will then be prompted to enter their credit or debit card information. The funds are
verified, preauthorization is obtained when your operator is available, then the call is
connected.

!

At the completion of the call, we will calculate the total minutes, and finalize the
transaction.

!

Login and check your earnings in real-time.

!

Our solution is 100% turnkey. The programming, hosting, billing, and software are all taken
care of by us.

It s that easy!
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Screen Shots

When we set you up – you’ll have 24/7 online access via the internet to
manage your account so you can view call reports, monitor revenue, set
hours, change call forwarding numbers, adjust pricing, and much more!
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Billing Options
You decide how much to charge for your service.

Choose your billing preference or set your own price.

!

Flat Rate Billing - Charge callers on a per call basis

Examples:
$10 - $100 per call

!

Per Minute Billing - Charge callers on a per minute basis

Examples:
$.99 per minute - $8.99 per minute

!

Custom Billing - Combination Flat Rate and Per Minute Billing
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Pricing
$599 One-time setup fee
$50 per month maintenance fee (one extension) OR
$70 per month maintenance fee (multiple extensions)
Your payout - 70% of Net Per Minute
Communication Cost - .05 inbound per minute / .05 outbound per minute
(Example: $2.99 per minute, you earn $1.99 per minute)
•

10% reserve is held for chargebacks and is paid back to you starting 180 days on a monthly
basis

Includes:
- Toll-free dedicated 888 number with 1 forwarding number
- Additional Extensions (which can route to different forwarding numbers) are $60 each onetime cost
For multiple forwarding number / extensions
Includes:
Direct dial by extension
Call hunting allows for transfer of calls to different phone numbers when busy
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Ongoing Marketing Support
When you become a PayPerCall.com client, we will assist you with ongoing advertising
support from all our various advertising sources. One of the key benefits of this successful
partnership, is that we have many years of experience advising our clients, and we will share
with you a wealth of information on how to best promote your phone line for maximum
profits! As a client we will provide you with ongoing consultation. We have 15 years Internet
Marketing Experience and can help you in many areas such as:
-

Link Building Campaigns

-

Online Classified Ads

-

Pay Per Click Strategies

-

Search Engine Optimization

-

Directory Submissions

-

Social Media Marketing and Bookmarking

-

Article Marketing Strategies
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Pay Per Call Clients
PayPerCall.com has designed some of the most advanced and
reliable interactive telephone payment systems available over
the past 16 years! We reliably handle billing for thousands of
companies in many industries both big and small. Here is just
a small selection of some of them.
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